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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Network is absolutely vital role as it is one of the current major
technologies and is increasingly playing an important role in the development of a wide range of
data acquisition, processing and control applications. An interesting challenge application of
WSNs is the web-based airport automation system. The Lora WAN as a technique for using
gateway in WSN standards added the possibility to monitor, control and airport automation
devices anywhere in the world. Piezoelectric energy harvesting technique is used for power
production. Lora WAN communication technology helps to reduce the cost of the system and
complexity of airport automation architecture. By implementing the Lora WAN- based airport
automation system, increases the long-life span and to support full automation without
periodically replace of batteries.
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1. Introduction
The current status of the Indian airport is all about using manual communications
between the airport and the aircraft. Airport staff will manually verify weather conditions,
runway parameters, air traffic and more. Having all the runway parameters, the pilot decides
whether to land immediately or wait a while. In this process of manual operations, there may be
some human error that can lead to disasters. Therefore, to reduce manual efforts and human
error, there must be some sort of automated system that monitors all parameters and functions of
communication between pilot and airport personnel. The automation system must have the
capability to control air traffic and have information about the airport. It should receive flight
information, compare it with pre-saved information about the flight, and take appropriate steps to
land. In addition, the system should issue notifications to passengers waiting for the arrival /
departure of the aircraft and to control the conveyor belt for luggage delivery.
The communication between the air traffic controller and the Runway is setup using Low-power
WAN (LPWAN). Further, the system has to make announcements to inform the passengers
waiting for the arrival / departure of flights, and control the conveyor belt for the delivery of
luggage.
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Smart Airport Automation System (SAASY) Visual Flight Rules (VFR) provides weather;
Sorting, Runway and General Transportation Ideas Airline pilots operating at non-existing
airports Operational air traffic control towers. SAASY Automated, airport-based, information
fusion device. It uses the position and speed of the aircraft to slow down the pilot Purpose,
landing order and possible traffic collisions. It broadcasts consultations to pilots via data link and
voice radio. The pilots will use the information to set upControl their approach to landing routes
Both safe and quick. SAASY has successfully tested aircraft using a NASA Ames OH-58
helicopter and privately owned. Cessna172 at the NASA Ames Moffett Field. Six tests Leading
to major design improvements and wider sizes Data for testing with future methodological
changes. The test pilot concept showed that SAASY provides protection. However, many of the
test pilots. The observations are well designed Synthetic voice because of proper sound and
harmonization Due to speed, flight environment is important. This is where most of the
information is sent. Overall, The SAASY prototype and flight tests prove thatAutomated airport
system security can be improved Non-tower airports [1].
Energy harvesting is used to capture, store and store minute energy from surrounding
sources. With the latest advances in wireless technology, energy harvesting has been highlighted
as an alternative to conventional batteries. Although there are many different ways to harvest
energy, piezoelectric devices show a great promise. Piezoelectric products have the property of
generating electricity charges when draining. This is called the direct piezoelectric effect. On the
other hand, these materials undergo decay when an electric field is used. As a portable
alternative source of electronics. In recent advances, energy harvesting has gained considerable
attention as a source of energy for wireless sensor networks, with bakeries causing a series of
sides such as limited operating life, size and pollution problems. Solar power offers some
solutions, but it is only in the dark. Piezoelectric devices have proven to be a potential source of
power generation [2].
Traditional electricity batteries for wireless sensor nodes. However, the use of batteries in
WSN is limited due to their large size, low capacity, limited work life and conversion cost. To
rapid advances in microelectronics, the power consumption of the WSN is decreasing, so the
energy harvested from the surroundings may be sufficient to power small sensor nodes and
eliminate batteries altogether.Because vibration is the most widespread ambient source in an
aircraft, a WSN nozzle system used for the health monitoring of aircraft operated by
piezoelectric energy harvesting was designed and manufactured [3].

2. Literature Review
This GSM-based program is used in airports. There are many things to keep in mind,
such as baggage collection, runway clearance at the time of flights departure. We are planning
this project for the airport based on all these aspects. In the current scenario, the flight
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confirmation is sent to the pilot from the Air Traffic Controller (ADC) when landing any aircraft.
After landing the craft, the plane is taken to the parking lot where passengers are allowed to exit
and collect their luggage. All equipment used in the lounge is manually accessed & this leads to
wasting a lot of energy and time. There are many opportunities for accidents due to human error.
In this project we check the runway before landing, for which we have an IR receiver and an IR
transmitter facing each other on both sides of the runway. The pilot is asked to send the landing
message to the base station. If the runway is a free base station, GSM technology will send the
pilot a landing message. In this work the landing of the aircraft is shown by the LED (demo
purpose). For this we use the DC motor (demo scope) after the landing escalators are sent. We
also place an IR barrier sensor, which leads to luggage on this sensor belt, which we use as a DC
motor as it comes close to the sensor [6].
An advanced method for MEMS piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEH) modeling and
optimization within the desired frequency range with maximum voltage output using finite
element method (FEM). MEMS PEH is modeled using FEM Tool. To input information supplied
by the manufacturer Required by the ANSYS FEM program. The meshing properties of the
structure indicated it Reduce the time of the appropriate meshing process and increasing the
accuracy of the model [7].
LoRa is a low power broad area wireless networkProtocol for Internet of Things (IoTs)
applications (LPWAN). The performance of LPWANs makes them the most suitable From
Smart City Applications. LoRa is a recently proposed LPWAN technology based on diffusion
Spectrum technique with wide band. Lora uses it allChannel bandwidth for transmitting a signal.
Properties of LoRaThey are based on three basic parameters: code rate (CR), spreadFactor (SF)
and bandwidth (BW). This paper delivers in depthAnalysis of the impact of these three
parameters on the data rate and time in the air [8].
LoRa is a long range, low power, low bit rate, singleHop Wireless Communication
Technology. It should be usedFor Internet of Things (IoT) networks where the devices are
batteryRunning and limited bandwidth required. In conjunction withits scalability and low end
device price, LoRa is a candidateTechnology for low bandwidth industrial applicationsThe
number of communication devices spread over large areas. The use case for this paper is taken
from the flower industry; A large number of trolleys need to make a contactDuring their run
throughout the server auction site. OnceTrolleys are outside the auction site, and they can be
used by the publicWithout it, the LoRaWAN network to communicate with the server
transforming communication technology. LoRaWAN NetworkIt has multiple end nodes and a
gateway to a cell, Acts as a transparent bridge between the endsNetwork servers. The
measurements show it with a single LoRa at the entrance we can cover only about 34000 m2 of
interior area with the spreading factor 7, totaling the spreading factor 12The covered area will be
more. Also, the area outside the factoryWhen the transmitting factor is switched to 12, it is
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closed. We showNumber of nodes that can be served (trolleys). In such case the threshold may
be as high as 6000 [9].
As LoRa Networks is rapidly deployed around the world, it is important to understand the
capabilities and limitations of this technology in terms of its effectiveness, coverage and
scalability. Using a combination of real-world measurements and high-fidelity simulations, this
article aims to address LoRa's performance. Specifically, we present and analyze the
measurement data collected from city-wide LoRa deployment to characterize LoRa's
performance and coverage. Furthermore, using a customized structured simulator based on our
measurement data, we present detailed simulation results for classifying the size of LoRa under
different transport and network settings. Our measurement results show that only three gateways
are sufficient to cover a dense urban area of approximately 15 km. Furthermore, a gateway can
support 105 end devices, each sending 50 bytes of data per hour with very few packet drops. On
the negative side, the physical layer can achieve a performance of up to 5.5 Kbps on a 125 KHz
channel, the performance achieved in the application layer is significantly lower, less than 1
Kbps, due to the overhead of network protocols [11].
Current projections predict that the Industrial Internet of Things will have about 10
billion devices by 2020. At the same time, unlicensed low power wide area networks get many
due to their low cost, low power and long range properties. IoT applications, in addition to the
use of unlicensed bands. In this article, we have proposed a solution to seamlessly integrate open
and standardized LPWAN technology LoRaWAN with 4G / 5G mobile networks, allowing
mobile network operators to reuse their existing infrastructure. This project is obvious to
LoRaWAN Final Devices and EBC because only the LoRaWAN Gateway needs to be modified.
The gateway acts as a developed Node B from the core network viewpoint, enabling part of the
eNB protocol layer. All data packets transported into the core network are encrypted and
integrity protected, thus achieving end-to-end security. As a proof of concept, this solution has
been implemented and validated with an open source EPC [12].
3. Proposed Work
In this paper, the power harvesting using piezoelectric in Airport Automation.
Piezoelectric materials are processed for airports ’transportation centers the first is about a smart
infrastructure for the airport and relies on a multichannel network using IEEE 802.15.4 shortrange communications technology, the second addresses airport automation applications and
LORA is based on low-cost, long-range communications technology. Smart airport environment
discusses the technical details and economic benefits of large-scale flexibility and modular
implementation of an airport infrastructure, while smart-airport testbeds are investigated, through
measurement campaigns and simulations, to ensure safety and efficiency Lora Technology in the
Debuting Airport Automation Scene is shown in Figure 1. The results show that the airport needs
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a proper parameter setting to adequately maintain flight time to keep the packet losses at a
satisfactory level.

Figure 1. Layout of Lora WAN based Airport Automation

Under normal circumstances, only the verbal confirmation is given to the pilot by the
ADC (Air Traffic Controller) when the aircraft landing. After landing, the aircraft is transported
to a parked gate and passengers can come to the lounge to collect their luggage. Typically all
electrical appliances in the dorm room are manually controlled and activated when an aircraft
arrives, then they are deactivated. Luggage collection belts are always running. All of this leads
to the wasting of power due to human error and the misrepresentation (considering
accidents).Also, there are many things to take care of at the time of flight departure, e.g. there is
a need to know the status of fuel, service, board boarding, catering, and safety check clearance,
passenger boarding and preliminary checks.
Considering all these factors, to develop an airport prototype with the following features were
proposed:
1. Centralized control using LoRaWAN authentication
2. Maintain time record of events
3. Automatic gate number selection and informing.
4. Automatic door opening and closing in the zones
5. Display of flight numbers on the LCDs
6. Zone lighting control
7. Automatic belt control.
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8. Status display of departure flights.
9. Automatic announcements at the airport and in the ATC.
In centralized control, messages from all points are sent to the common place and all
decisions are taken from that single base point. If the runway is clear, the permit will
automatically be sent from the ATC to the pilot. Permits will not be issued if there are any
aircraft already on the runway. The next clearance will be issued only after the dismantled
aircraft has landed. All sent and received SMS times are maintained in record format which can
be retrieved for later use. You can view this record as a .txt file or .xls file. When planes are
assigned a specific gate, the doors to that zone are automatically opened, and when security is
removed the gates are automatically closed.

Figure 2. Block Diagram of Lora WAN Based Airport Automation
Figure 2 and 3 shows the Block diagram of Lora WAN based airport automation and
Circuit Diagram Of Lora WAN Based Airport Automation respectively. The pilot sends the flight
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number at the time of landing request. This number is extracted from the message and then sent
to the micro-controller of the specified gate and then displayed in the LCDs in the zone,
indicating the direction that the passenger has to go to collect their luggage. The arrival lounge is
divided into the same number of zones, and the number of gates and the lights and other
electrical items in the selected zones are automatically controlled. This is wasting unnecessary
energy in the zone. Luggage collecting belts (using a set of motors) can only be activated when
the specified zone is selected and turned off. It also helps conserve energy. In the departure
lounge and the ADC, the status of various things can be controlled and operated, and can be
monitored using the display board, where the functions are displayed, and a status message that
completes the status. To add security and credibility, we propose that there is a password in the
message, and that this password can be compared to that of credibility and security, and that
messages will only be accepted from known numbers. Relevant news notifications can also be
provided on arrival / departure restrooms and ADC.

Figure 3. Circuit Diagram of Lora WAN Based Airport Automation
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3.1 Piezoelectric Energy Harvester
The development of extremely low power electronics and wireless systems has led to a
strong interest in the field of energy harvesting — the development of miniature generators.
Typically these devices are used to power sensors and wireless communication systems, enabling
standalone ‘wireless sensors’ that are cheap to deploy.The Figure 4 and 5 shows the distortion
geometry and electrical potential of piezoelectric energy respectively. The power harvesting
consists of a piezoelectric bimorph, bound at one end.

Figure 4. The distortion geometry of Piezoelectric Energy

Figure 5. Electrical Potential of Piezoelectric Energy
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The bimorph is embedded in a ground electrode (coincides with the neutral plane of the
beam) and has two electrodes on the outer surface of the cantilever beam. This model
analyzes a simple "seismic" energy harvest, which is designed to generate electrical energy
from local variations in acceleration, which occurs, for example, when a wireless sensor is
fitted in a vibrating engine. The model performs three analyzes of the mechanical part of the
energy harvesting system. First, the power output is analyzed as a function of vibrational
frequency, with a constant electrical load. Electrical output is investigated as a function of
electrical load. Finally the DC voltage output, as a function of acceleration, is shown to be
linear.

Figure 6. Frequency Response of Piezoelectric Energy
Figure 6, shows when the energy harvester is excited by a sinusoidal acceleration as a
function of the input voltage and harvested power (in mW) and the peak voltage frequency
induced throughout the piezoelectric bimorph (in V).

Figure 7. Load Dependence of Piezoelectric Energy
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Figure 7, shows the power harvested from the device as a function of electrical load
resistance at a velocity of 1 g at 70.5 Hz. The peak of the harvested energy corresponds to
an electric load of 6 kΩ.

Figure 8. Acceleration Dependence of Piezoelectric Energy
Figure 8, shows the DC voltage and mechanical / electric power output against the
magnitude of the engine acceleration with a 12 kΩ load impedance at a constant frequency of
70.5Hz.
3.2 LoRaWAN Based Airport Automation
In Figure 9,10 shows its main graphical user interface. It is ergonomic and designed to be used
in an easy.

Figure 9. Graphical user interface of Airport Automation
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Figure 10. Light view of graphical user interface of Airport Automation

Figure 11. Cup Carbon Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Airport Automation
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As Figure 11 shows, the CupCarbon Graphical User Interface (GUI) is composed by six
main parts: (1) The map (in the centre), (2) The menu bar (on the top), (3) The Toolbar (bellow
the menu), (4) The parameter menu (on the left), (5) The state bar (at the bottom) and (6) the
console (at the bottom).
Within the selection section of the radio parameters, we can choose between ZigBee,
Wifi and LoRa. By default, the IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) standard is automatically set for each
new added sensor. One of the most interesting competences of this tool is the possibility of
deploying the network on different types of maps on which Google Maps stands out. In this way,
a more realistic simulation can be achieved. The following devices can be displayed on the
different maps • Sensor Nodes: nodes in charge of taking the variables of the medium. • Media
Sensor Nodes: sensor capable of taking a variable from the environment and its sensing unit is
directional is shown in Figure 12.

Fig.12 Graphical User Interface of Sensor using in Airport Automation

4. Conclusion
The Mismanagement of luggage during checkout and loading in correct flight is a major
problem. In this paper we proposed a Lora WAN based airport automation with low power
energy harvesting using piezoelectric effect. This techniques increase the lifetime of the Battery
life. With this solution, customer satisfaction at airports will be increased and the cost of
mismanagement is reduced.
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